
BSAC Try-Tech  

Chepstow 

Sunday 19th May 2019 

Stuart and I headed down to Chepstow early on Sunday morning to attend the BSAC try-tech day, 

arrived in good time and after a minimal briefing we got kitted and were bussed down the water’s 

edge. We had booked the full experience with three dives, two rebreather models and a scooter. 

We were first on the scooters, we had an instructor with each of us – both on rebreathers, while we 

were on open circuit. We were using the Suex XJ Seven scooters (retail price £2,195) which are 

depth rated to 80m but we were limited to 12m (although I did get to 15m!) 

Very simple controls – two speed, squeeze the handle and off you go! Have to keep your arm 

straight and the tether to your scooter ring on wing taught, this made handling easy, I was having  

great fun dough-nutting around until I saw my instructor at a standstill on the bottom next to Stuart, 

as I approached I noticed there was something amiss as Stuart appeared not to have a reg in his 

mouth (only a mouthpiece!) I immediately switch to my secondary and gave Stuart my primary on 

the long hose. Once settled we opted to swim back underwater to the entry point, surfaced and 

although all fine put Stuart in the tow position and orally inflated his wing.  

On exit/debrief  

 Primary second stage had free flowed and mouthpiece had fallen off 

 Octopus mouthpiece had also fallen off 

 Regulators just back from service and would seem likely that the technician had failed to 

replace the cable ‘ties on the mouthpieces plus the ‘usual’ post service free flow! 

 My instructor was not carrying a bail out (we had agreed prior to the dive that in the event 

of him having a problem on his rebreather he would bail out on to my open circuit) so could 

not offer an alternative gas source when Stuart signalled ‘out of air’. 

Shaken but not stirred Stuart opted to get out (with my instructor) and I headed back out for 

another ‘burn up’ with the other instructor. 

After a suitable surface interval I had a briefing on the AP Inspiration XPD with rear mounted counter 

lungs and no BOV on the mouthpiece, Stuart was on the Poseidon 7. 

Both dives went well with a max depth of about 12m for 30mins, buoyancy becomes an issue as 

closed circuit has ‘no inhale to go up, exhale to go down’ as the loop volume is constant. It’s like 

learning to dive all over again! I was fortunate that mine was running on automatic but Stuart had to 

‘fly’ his manually – that is add gas into the loop by pushing a button rather than letting the box work 

it out which adds to the task loading. 

After lunch Stuart was on the AP Inspiration and I was on the Liberty, this time he was on automatic 

and I was on manual but having recalled our earlier rebreather dive it was easier to control buoyancy 

and relaxed on the dive. I reached 15m on this 30 min dive. 

Dekitted and given our certificates, cup of coffee in hand we discussed the events of the day. 

 Check and double check your regs when they come back from servicing 

 Stuart is going to change over to the long hose primary donate as he sees the advantage. 

 Keep your buddy close! 

 If you are not happy with a regulator while kitting up – abort the dive! 

 Have a proper briefing before diving unfamiliar equipment 

 Despite the earlier incident we both thoroughly enjoyed the day and took away a lot of new 

knowledge 

 



 

 

 

Stuart kitting up on the Poseidon 



 

 

Paul being briefed on the Inspiration 



 

 

 

In the background, Paul about to scooter while Stuart gets his fins on! 


